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A COURSE OF





A COURSE OF
SEPIA PAINTING

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.
The study of Painting as an Art is based on three considerations—Form, Light and Shade, and Colour.

The first is fully developed in the " Freehand Drawing Book," in which are given careful studies of Landscape details,

Figures, Shipping, Animals, &c. The second forms the subject of the present two volumes, in which the students are taught

the use of the brush, the management, first, of a single colour, and subsequently, of an additional tint ; and axe thus prepared,

by carefully arranged gradations, to enter on a course of Water Colour painting, given in another book of this series.

At this stage, in commencing to wield the brush, the students acquire the power of producing bolder effects than they

have hitherto done, and in a manner by far easier than was possible by the use of the black-lead pencil or crayon.

Before, however, entering on this practice, it must be strongly urged, that no amount of shading or colour can ever

convert a bad outline into a good picture ; and that not only must a fair amount of proficiency in drawing be acquired before

the present course is entered upon, but even afterwards correctness of form and accuracy in perspective deHneation must be

carefully attended to.
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By this is not, however, meant, that the outHnes of a building or other object are to be more prominently rendered than

any other portions of the work ; for it must be borne in mind, that in nature, the edges are not any darker than the surfaces

which they surround. But the point insisted upon is, that the lines which are to form the boundaries of the numerous tones

of colour, giving the appearance of surfaces in different directions, must be correctly formed and placed.

Nor must the circumstance, that the building represented is a ruin, in any way interfere with correct drawing or

perspective. The ruin was once an accurately-formed structure ; and although the effect of time may have been to destroy

some of its architectural features, and to break the continuity of its outline, still the general form will, as far as the remaining

portions are concerned, be equally amenable to the laws of perspective as was the perfect building.

In commencing to copy a finished drawing, the question " where to begin " naturally presents itself. The answer

must, to a great extent, depend on the character of the picture ; but, as a rule, it is advisable in the first instance to rough out,

by a few lighf touches of the pencil, the approximate situation of the leading objects, the general forms of which should

subsequently be sketched. The most striking subject in the picture—generally one in the foreground—should next be more

carefully outlined, and this process should subsequently be carried out over the whole. By this plan, the annoyance which

students often experience, of finding some objects out of place, too large or too small, after they have proceeded with the

work, will be avoided.

It must also be pointed out that details should, as tar as possible, be avoided, especially in the first stages of the

work ; and this refers especially to Sepia painting, the great beauty of which consists in the masses of light and shade, the

result of which is breadth. The student must bear in mind that a picture represents the scene as a whole, as it would be
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impressed on the mind at a glance ; and that, under such circumstances, no trifling details would be perceived, but that all

the minor parts would be lost in the larger forms, which would again be blended into one harmonious whole, which would be

disturbed were the details of any particular part rendered too prominent

OF LIGHT AND SHADE.

Whether a drawing is to be made from nature or from a copy, the situation of the light must, from the first, form a most

important consideration ; for, as will be easily understood, the various degrees of shade are the effects of the modification or

entire obscuring of the light ; and the proper direction or force cannot be given to shadows, unless the exact position of the

light by which they are caused is clearly understood.

In practising shading, only one light must be used, and the learner is advised to make several careful studies from a

simple block of wood, so placed as to show the various effects of light under different circumstances. By this plan, he will

not only learn to shade from nature, but will be able to interpret a copy from which he is working with greater intelligence

than he would otherwise have been able to do.

Now, if a rectangular block be placed near the opposite side of the table, a candle or lamp being near the left side of

the student, then the firont and left side will be exposed to the rays of light, which will, however, be prevented falling on the

right side and back of the object, and these will therefore be shaded.
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But in addition to the solidity of the object preventing the light from falling on the sides which are not immediately

opposite to it, it also obstructs the rays, which travel in straight lines, from reaching the table for a certain distance; and the

portion thus obscured is called the shadow.

The distinction, then, between these two terms is, that any part of the object which does not receive light is in

shade, whilst any part of the ground {or of the surrounding objects) from which the light is thereby obscured is in shadow.

It may be taken as a rule, that when the object and the surface on which it stands are of the same tone of colour, shadows

are darker than shades.

Rays of light falling upon any surface are reflected from it according as the surface is more or less polished, and the

reflection' will be more or less intense as the reflecting surface is of a lighter or darker colour. Any surface, therefore, which

is directed towards light, not only becomes itself illuminated, but casts a certain amount of light on objects opposite to it.

Thus, supposing a cube is so placed that ' the light may fall on one side, whilst the other is in shade, then, if a sheet oT

drawing paper is held up at a littie distance from the shaded side, so that the light may strike directly on it, the rays will be

reflected, and the shaded side will be visibly lighter than it was before.

Shadows caused by an artificial light increase in size as they recede from the object by which they are cast. Shadows

caused by the light of the sun or moon are of equal breadth throughout. That is to say, the shadow of a vertical post would

be contained between two parallel lines ; this must, of course, be understood with proper allowance for the mode in which

lights and shades are distributed, and the direction of the surfaces on which they fall.

The distinctness of the lights and shadows depend, of course, on the clearness of the atmosphere, the weather, and
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the climate ; in fogs, owing to the dull medium through which they are seen, they merge into one colour, and neither

shades nor shadows are visible.

Cylindrical or spherical objects, as columns, globes, &c., have strong reflected lights in the outer edge of the shaded

side, the darkest part of the shadow being thus removed from the edge, and brought towards the middle of the object

METHOD OF WORKING.

Sepia painting is essentially a system of working in broad washes, and therefore it should not be attempted on paper which

is merely attached to the board by means of drawing pins at the angles ; for not being held at equal tension all round, the

wet paper rises more at some parts than at others, and does not subsequently dry flat.

For Sepia, and Water Colour painting generally, the paper should be stretched. One way to accomplish this is by

means of a drawing board with a shifting panel. This consists of a frame, into which the drawing board fits rather loosely.

The paper is to be well wetted, by passing a sponge over the back, and allowing it to soak for a few minutes. It is next

placed over the board, which is then pressed into its place, and is secured by means of " rabbets " or ledges, which work

in grooves in the inner edges of the frame. The edges of the paper, which have been folded round the board, are thus

caught between it and the frame, and the surface when dry will be perfectly flat, and will become so after each wash

of colour.
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Another method is to mount the paper on the usual drawing board, which is done in the following manner :—A margin

about half an inch wide is bent up on each of the edges of the paper, the sheet is then turned over, the back well

wetted, and allowed to soak for a few moments, care being taken that it is kept equally moist all over. It is then to be

turned again, so that the wet side may be next to the board. Strong paste must be applied to the edges, which are then to

be rubbed down, the paper being at the same time drawn outward. The edges should be burnished with the handle of a

knife, by which means the air is pressed out, and the proper adhesion is ensured. The board should be placed horizontally

whilst the paper dries, during which time it should be occasionally looked at ; and if the blisters which naturally rise in

consequence of the wetting do not seem to decrease, a few holes may be pricked in them with a needle, by which the air

will escape.

Should this plan, however, not prove successful, a sponge must be passed over the whole surface, moistening the paper

especially towards the edges. The student should practice this operation on small sheets, until the power of stretching largef

ones is acquired.

In commencing to rub the sepia, care should be taken that the slab is perfectly free from dust, which would otherwise

mix with the colour, and cause it to be gritty. Some water must be dropped on the slab or saucer from one of the large

brushes ; but the cake of colour must not on any account be dipped in the water glass, in which case the edges would become

softened, and would crumble off in rubbing.

The paper to be used should be that called " plain "—that is, not hot-pressed; and this may be obtained in various

degrees of roughness, and by different makers. Each kind has certain peculiarities by which it recommends itself to the
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artist, and these are best discovered by trial. For large subjects the rougher surfaces are to be preferred, as they give greater

boldness to the work ; but where fineness of detail is required, as on an elaborate piece of architecture, a medium paper

should be chosen ; but, as already stated, fine finish and minute rendering of details are not sought for in Sepia painting.

A sufficient quantity of sepia for immediate use should be rubbed on a saucer, and this should be allowed to stand for

a few moments, ifter which the colour is to be poured into another saucer or slab, by which means any minute particles which

may have chipped off the cake during rubbing will be left behind, and the colour will be clear. If moist colour, either in

pans or tubes, is used, it should be well mixed with a large brush, and having been suflSciently diluted, should be poured of

in the same manner.

In order that the sepia may flow easily and cover 'the paper evenly, it should be thinly mixed. Should it not when

dry be found dark enough, another wash may be carried over it ; but it is very difficult to lighten a tint which has been too

heavily painted. This is, in fact, seldom accomplished without sacrificing some of the freshness and brightness of the picture.

When the wash has been laid on, it should not be touched until it is dry ; any fault that may appear in it will only be

made worse by the wet colour being stirred about, whilst the surface of the paper will probably be injured. Should any

pale spot appear in it when dry, it may be separately tinted ; or a dark patch may be- lightened by moistening, and rubbing it

with india-rubber or stale bread ; after this, another wash may be passed over the whole.

Whenever it is possible, a large brush should be used in preference to a smaller one, as by that means it is infinitely

easier to obtain a good flat wash free from, streakiness than it would be if a small brush were used. Great care is, however,

necessary in using a large brush, so that the correct forms may be preserved; but this is a matter of practice, and large brushes
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may be brought to a sufficiently fine point, whilst the body of colour they hold causes the touch to be full and rich, instead

of thin and scratchy. Of course, this advice must be understood to apply within certain limits, and the student must not

mistake careless slovenly work for boldness or artistic freedom.

In laying flat washes the brush should be full of thin colour, and being held nearly upright, should be passed boldly

over the upper part of the picture, which should be placed rather slantingly. The colour should then be gradually brought

down, being spread equally over the whole, working as rapidly as possible, in order to avoid any one part drying before the

whole has been covered.

Further instructions will be given in connection with the following studies.
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P t;\ T E I .

It will, of course, be necessary to outline the separate studies before commencing to work with the brush.

The pencil used should be the b, the marks made by which may be easily removed by means of india-rubber. The

sketch must, however, be made very lightly, and the whole of the lead must be rubbed or dusted off, so that the grit may

not interfere with the smoothness and purity of the washes of colour.

The first line is to be drawn in three separate touches, the brush being held as nearly upright as possible. The others

are to be done by working the brush continuously downwards, each line being of increased width.

The oblique lines are to be done' in the same manner. The dark line, or cast shadow, on the right side of these

should, in the first case, be done with the same colour as the adjoining lighter shade ; and when dry, another and stronger

wash is to be passed over the portion intended to be darker than the other. This plan is recommended in cases where

a dark tint adjoins a lighter one ; for when they are laid on singly, the student is apt to get too hard a line of separation

between them. '

The oblique lines forming a portion of a portico are to be drawn from the bottom upwards, the elbow being moved

away from the side, and the whole hand being moved along, without the separate action of the fingers which was required in

the last studies. The horizontal lines below this subject are to be painted in the same manner, the elbow being brought

nearer the side, and both arm and hand being moved along.

The next two drawings represent the front and side of an attic window, and the last is a study of a chimney of a

cottage. All these are to be painted in two stages—the first including the outline, and a broad wash over all the shades and

shadows ; and the second covering the darker parts only.
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P J- AT E II.

The three studies in the upper line show the tneftiod to be pursued in painting a simple block of stone.

The first figure presents merely the firont, which is to be covered with a flat wash.

In the second study^ the side of the block is shown, and the wash is to be carried over this. When dry, another

and rather darker wash is to be passed over the shaded side.

In the third view, the work is to be carried on as in the last ; the washes, however, passmg over the cast shadow, and

the second wash including the roughnesses or markings on the front. The cast shadow is subsequently to be dalrkened.

The two lower subjects are to be executed in precisely the same manner. It must, however, be pointed out, that

these two groups are not supposed to be in the same picture, but are separate studies. The point of sight, and the point of

light, being differently situated in each case.

(

The foliage is to be done with a full brush, and in bold touches. The dark plants springing up around the fallen"

column are to be done when the subject itself has been finished, and need not be previously painted with a lighter tint.
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P I. AT E III.

In this plate, the first study represents a rustic window, partly boarded up. This subject requires rather careful drawing,

so that the proper perspective appearance may be given to each part ; and the outline should, during the progress of the

colouring, be occasionally " touched up," in order that no portion of it may be washed away. The tinting is to be done

in three stages.

The second subject represents a portion of the gable side of a cottage. This, as well as the previous study, shows the

effect of a few bold touches, with a tone of colour darker than has been employed in the washes. These give a spirited

character to the drawing, not obtainable by any other means. The previous wash must, however, be perfectly dry before

these touches are added, or they will sink into the general shade.

The third and fourth studies call for no special remark, being exercises worked in the same manner as the above.

In the fifth study in this plate, the tank is to be sketched first, then the tub, and lastly the dilapidated stile. The

tinting is then to be proceeded with as in the previous studies. But there is an additional feature in the shape of a tub. In

this object it will be seen that the light strikes on the most prominent part of the cylindrical surface, and causes a bright streak,

which is also visible in the edge. The cast shadow may be done by different gradations of colour, or by a single application

of dark, colour.
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PX^ATE IV.

The first example in this plate is a simple study, showing the manner of rendering shadows cast by accidental projections.

In painting these, the student must remember that a shadow has no outline, and that it must not appear as if it had been cut

out of dark paper, and pasted on ; the edges must therefore be just softened off with a moist brush. This refers also to the

small buttress under the archway.

Before proceeding to the large arch, which forms the subject of the next study, elementary practice is given in the

small semicircular arch below. The general outline having been completed, each separate stone forming the arch is to be

tinted, white spaces being left between them for the joints. It must be remarked, that all these joints, if continued, should

meet in the centre, from which the semicircle is struck.

The arched recess, which forms the larger study, is not semicircular, but segmental ; still, the joints should all meet at

the same point. When the surfaces of the stones have been tinted, their soffits, or under sides, with their cast shadow, are

to receive a wash, which in the latter is subsequently to be repeated with a darker tone of sepia.

The last study represents the trunk of a tree resting against a stone. This is to be done in two washes, with a few

touches of darker colour in the markings.
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Plate V.

The first exercise given in this plate will require but little explanation, as it corresponds with the subject given in

Plate II. In this case, however, the light comes from the left side of the spectator, and casts the shadows backward.

In the right-hand portion of the study, a slab of stone leans against a fallen column, and the shadow of the slab

follows the direction of the cylindrical surface on which it is cast. This effect should be carefully noted by the student.

The angle pier and portion of a garden-wall, forming the next subject, should, in the first instance, be covered with

a pale wash, excepting on the bright lights. The shades should follow, and then the shadows should be washed in with

darker colour ; the markings being subsequently touched in.

The two arched doorways, window, and buttresses are further studies in pale, middle, and dark tints. In each

case the outlines must be carefully done, so that they may be indicated with a few touches of the brush ; which, however

few, must be strictly correct. The few broken lines in the triangular head of the window, and in the joints of the arch

over the doorway, will serve as good examples of the indicative character of such lines.
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PX^ATE VI.

The whole of the studies in this plate are intended to give practice in obtaining eflfect by means of a single wash.

The outlines must be clear and determined ; and the light and shade must consist of masses, with an utter absence

of detail

In the foreground, the tint may be made rather darker at certain points, by depositing a little more colour on them
j

by which means distance is given to other parts.

The great object to be accomplished is J:o produce the desired result with a single touch of the brush, avoiding

repetition and softening, by which a laboured and smooth appearance is given to the work, which should, as far as possible,

tc avoided.
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PX^ATE VII.

The studies here given form a continuation of those in the last plate, and are to be executed in two washes.

The outlines here are rather more complex than in the former series, and great care is necessary in correctly drawing

the buoy, with its ring, chain, &c., in the first subject, and in keeping the correct proportions between the various irregular

masses in the other studies.

In colouring, the lights are to be carefully left, or, as it is called, " spared up," but without any special outline

surrounding them.

The student is advised to copy each of these exercises on a larger scale, which the size of the plates forbids in

the originals.
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The first study in this plate represents an earthenware pan placed obliquely, the light striking from the left hand, and

from a point above the object; hence the high light, at the edge, and on the right side of the inner surface.

The rotundity is given by the full dark shade outside the pan, and by the reflected light.

The third and fourth studies are similar in character, and are to be done in three shades of colour. The edges

of the dark shades must be softened down into the middle tint, and the reflected lights must be carefully preserved. In

drawing the tubs, care must be taken that the joints between the staves of which each is composed are continuous lines,,

where they appear on each side of the hoops. To accomplish this, they should be sketched the whole length of tne tub,

and the hoops drawn across them. The lines crossing the hoops should, however, be omitted when the object is being

outlined in sepia ; the lead pencil being erased with india-rubber before a wash is applied.
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PtATE IX.

The first study in this plate shows the method of painting the trunk of a tree in sepia.

After the trank and branches have been sketched in pencil, and subsequently outlined in sepia, the subject is to

be worked first in a general wash for the local colour, and next with a second and darker tone for the shading and

shadows. The markings and roughnesses are then to be put in with a darker tint, the brush containing only very-

little colour.

In the study of foliage, the whole of the visible branches must be carefully sketched; care must be taken that

they are not too prominent, but that the foliage shall hide them in parts.

The present study is to be worked in two washes, and a darker tone for the branches and shadows in the boughs.

An exact external outline to the foliage must be avoided, so that the tree may not present a clipped appearance.

The small group of poplars will not require any special instructions. It should be painted with a brush tolerably

full of colour ; the markings being subsequently added.

°
/
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Plate X-

This plate presents elementary studies of the elm, chesnut, Scotch fir, and lime trees.

In sketching trees, only the trunks and branches should be outlined, the general form of the masses being onty

indicated.

In painting trees where a certain amount of distinctness is to be observed in the foliage, the brush should contain

only very little colour, as from a full brush the colour would flow too quickly, and the touches would flow into each other

;

but, as a rule, trees are painted in masses, only the nearest portion being in detail.

In the chesnut more colour should be taken in the brush than in the previous studies, and the lime is to be

executed entirely in washes.
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In the first study, care must be taken that the turreted buttress is perfectly vertical, and that the coping-stone of this, and

of the wall, are correctly drawn.

Four tints will be employed—one for the very pale local colouring of the stone-work, another for the flat shade,

a third for the shadows, and the fourth for the darker touches and markings.

The piece of Gothic architecture forming the second study will also be worked in four tints,; but care must be taken

that the fourth is only used sparingly, in order to be effective.

The same remarks apply to the buttress and foliage in the third study.
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PX^ATE XII.

The pencil outlines of this marine sketch must be very lightly drawn, so that they may be entirely erased, as any

hard touch in the rocks would interfere with the clear effect of the distance.

The sky is, in the first place, to be washed , in, the white clouds being carefully spared up, and the tone of colour

being brought very lightly downwards, washing over the rocks, casrie, and horizon, and being broken up into high lights

representing the surf. The sky must not be retouched, as it is intended to be executed in one wash only.

The rocks are next to receive a second wash, the lights being left as coloured by the sky-tint ; and the second wash

is also to be carried over the distant and middle portions of the water, being gradually lost as it approaches the front ,

The beach and immediate foreground should next be tinted, and the boat and figures should receive their

first washes.

The picture is then to be . finished with the darkest tint, and this must be left to the taste and skill of

the student
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Pi. ATE XIII.

This plate shows a landscape in the first stage of Sepia painting.

The pencilled outlines having been almost entirely erased, the lines are to be repeated with a brush containing

very pale colour ; after which the india-rubber is to be used, in order ihat every particle of grit may be removed.

The sky is next to be washed in with the palest possible tint, and left to dry. Meanwhile the same tint may be

used in the roadway. When this wash is quite dry, a stronger one is to be carried over the shaded portions of the cottage,

trees, and foreground.
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Pl^/TE XIV.

In continuing the picture, a second wash is to be carried over the upper part of the sky, over the trees, and some of the

darker shades and shadows of the cottage, road, &c.

When this tint has quite dried, the work is to be carried on by another wash, and is to be finished with touche|^

in the darkest colour.
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PtATE XV.

The first portion to be outlined in this picture is the building on the left side, and this is to be followed by the bam,

the distant buildings, clumps of trees, church, cart, &c. The whole picture is then to be worked in its palest tint, the forms

of the white clouds being carefully spared up.

It is, however, necessary to inform the student, that it is not always advisable to spare up the forms of the clouds and

other high lights, but that the following method may be pursued.

Having spread a tint of the required depth over the whole sky, and having allowed this to become perfectly dry,

paint the white clouds, or other required light, with pure water. After being allowed to remain for a few moments, dab

it off mth a soft cloth, and rub with india-rubber or crumbs of stale bread, by which the colour will be entirely removed.

Any required tone of colour may then be passed over the lights, or the edges may be softened with a moist brush.

It is often found convenient to obtain very sharp lights in this way, to avoid the difficulty of sparing them up

in the midst of a broad wash.

The picture is to be finished in two additional washes ; the sharp touches being subsequently put in.
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PtATE XVI.

Two principal effects are exhibited in this picture—the strong foreground, and the pale distance ; the two beinjg separated

by the bridge, on which the great mass of light falls.

The eye is led gradually from the darker masses in the foreground, to the strong light and distance, by the

smaller tree and the stone lying in front of the arch.

The sky having been washed in, the whole picture is to be worked through its first and second stages ; the

distant foliage receiving the first wash only.

The principal mass—the tree, bushes, and stones—is now to be proceeded with; the colour not being applied

in washes, but in separate dabs or touches. In the tree these dabs should not in any manner be smoothened away,

but should be allowed to dry ; after which the work is to be continued in colour of various degrees of strength, until

the desired effect is obtained.
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PjLATE XVII.

The range of cliffs should be the first portion sketched in this picture; the line separating the beach from the sea,

and the line of the horizon, being accurately defined.

The vessel and figures should next be outlined, and then the loose pieces of rock in the foreground. ,

Scarcely any portion of this view can be said to be absolutely white, excepting the central cloud and the face

of the chalk cliff.

A pale wash of sepia is therefore to be carried over the whole, excepting the parts indicated.

The whole work is then to be proceeded with in various shades; the foreground to be finished with touches

of the darkest colour.
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Plate XVII I.

In commencing to sketch this picture, the elevation, or mound across the middle, should be first indicated. The ruined

tower is then to be sketched ; and when the exact position, size, and proportions of this striking feature have been decided

upon, the remaining portions of the building are to be added.

The masses of rock in the foreground are now to be drawn, carrying the outline towards the right hand, and thus

reaching the high bank, which is united to the central eminence by a small bridge. The trees and distant hills will

then complete the general sketch.

A wash of pale colour is to be carried over the main portions of the picture, the high lights alone being spared up.

The second wash will cover the shaded parts of the building, the trees, and darker side of the mound, &c. The third
*

wash will be still more limited; and the fourth will complete the picture, excepting the bright touches, which will be

separately added.

The student should occasionally place his picture in an upright position, and by stepping back a little distance,

he will be better able to judge of the effect than when lying horizontally m front of him.
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Plate XIX.

The rocks left exposed by the low tide are to be sketched first, then the anchor, and lastly the trunks of trees worn away

at their lower parts by the action of the water.

The distant rock is to be painted first, with a very pale tint, with which the coast is also to be coloured. This

same tint may be carried over the whole of the rocks, &c. j and when quite dry, the work is to be finished in two more tints,

with a few darker touches.

The surf oozing up between the loose stones in the foreground should be done with the light colour, with

considerable freedom.
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Plate XX.

The rough stone steps in this picture are to be drawn first ; then the wall, railings, figure, &c

The whole is to be executed in three washes, care being taken to keep the great mass of light on the left side clear

and bright, and the dark shadow on the right well toned, in contrast to it.

It must be pointed out, that shades and shadows must not be considered merely as dark patches in the drawing, but

that a certain amount of transparency must be allowed in all of them, showing that although certain parts of the object are

obscured, they are not removed, but can be seen when looked for. When, therefore, the general shadow or shade has been

painted, some of the most prominent markings should be added with a darker tint.

The attention of the student is called to the direction taken by the shadow of the streak falling on the steps.
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PtATE XXI.

The prominent upright piece of rock in this picture is to be sketched first, and then the minor parts of the projecting rock on

which it stands.

The distant cliff is next to be sketched, then the rock in the foreground, and finally the wreck

The sky is to be painted first, in not too light a tint, in order to give a cloudy or stormy effect. The whole picture is

then' to be toned in with the same tint, which is afterwards to be darkened again and again, so as to obtain the numerous

variations of colour.

The shadows in the water require some care in painting. They should in general form be like the objects which cast

them, but they must have no hard outline ; and when dry, they must be crossed by a few sharp lights, which may either be put

in with white or scratched with the point of a penknife j the latter being the more desirable plan.
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PX^ATE XXIII.

The rastic stone-work forming the left wall of the bridge should be the first part to be drawn in this picture, and this is to

be followed by the right side and the arch.

Next the tower is to be sketched, and then the tree and foliage.

The light clouds are to be tinted with very pale colour, and should be executed in a light and fleecy manner.

The distant hills and darker cloud should then be painted with the next shade, which may as a first wash be carried

over the whole picture, the high lights of course excepted. The picture is then to be finished in two more washes. The

figure may be painted last.

The great mass of light is in the horizon and the cloud above it, and the broadest shadow is in the tree and arch on

the right side.
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PX^ATE XXIV.
The ground, with the bank on the right side, united by a bridge, will be the first to occupy the attention of the student in

sketching ; and this is to be followed by the tree, which forms so prominent a feature in the picture. The distant foliage,

&c., wiU then follow.

The sky is next to be commenced, with a wash rather darker than the usual palest tint. This is to be carried along

the top of the picture, and is to be gradually toned off with the water brush, until it is almost wholly lost.

When the sky is dry, the distant foliage, tree, bridge, and ground are to be washed over with a middle tint ; and the

whole is then to be completed in the usual manner.

The subject is continued in another volume, a second colour being introduced in the skies, in order to prepare the

student for the " Course of Water Colour Painting."
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